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SMG Case Study: Belk Department Store

Belk combines omni-channel  
CX data to get a more holistic  
view of the customer

Superior customer service is a hallmark of Belk stores. The company’s more than  
20,000 associates strive to meet the changing needs of Southern customers by providing 
prompt, courteous, and professional service to ensure complete satisfaction with every  
shopping visit. 

The tradition of listening 
to customers has been in 
place since the first Belk 
store opened in 1888. As the 

company has grown into the department store brand it is 
today — appealing to those living the “modern Southern 
lifestyle” — Belk has taken a deeper, more structured look 
into what creates customer satisfaction. 

Through a partnership with Service Management Group 
(SMG) — the leading international customer experience 
research firm — Belk possesses a comprehensive customer 
experience measurement program. The program is 
optimized for learning from the customer and using those 
learnings to drive change throughout the organization. 

Even while reaching best-in-class status with its customer 
experience measurement program, Belk’s executives felt 
there was room to grow. In 2010 the company rebranded 
its program to “Relentless Customer Care.” The new title 
reflects one of Belk’s core values and emphasizes the 
company’s strong commitment to its customers. 

“At Belk we continuously challenge ourselves to listen to  
all our customers and make changes from that feedback,” 
said Eric Bass, SVP of Staffing and Productivity. 

“SMG has helped us compile all of our voice of the 
customer data into one easy-to-manage program and  
their insight continues to help us be even more successful 
in our pursuit to drive even more customer loyalty.”

Optimizing access to the data

In the pursuit to listen to every customer and have 
aggregated, actionable data, Belk teamed up with  
SMG to build an online dashboard called the Relentless 
Customer Care Reporting Site (RCC Reporting Site). The 
tool combines call center, comment card, survey, and web 
comments in a text format that reveals valuable customer 
feedback and alerts managers to urgent customer issues. 
This synthesized system provides Belk’s team with  
a comprehensive view of the experience through the  
eyes of the customer. 
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“Reporting capabilities have been made drastically easier 
by the RCC Reporting Site due to all content being housed 
in a singular area,” said Bass.

The information, of both a quantitative and qualitative 
nature, is integrated, categorized, and displayed on  
a dashboard — allowing for full visibility of valuable  
customer data for both stores and the corporate office.  
The dashboard includes: 

• Overall satisfaction indexes
• Key drivers for satisfaction
• Verbatim customer comments
• Reporting capabilities
• Areas of Success and Areas for Focus

Comprised of several role-based views, the site allows 
various groups to identify and focus on their areas  
of concentration — from an associate, store, region,  
or corporate level. The integrated approach provides  
the ability to track the experience in each department  
and view the drivers that make an impact on sales and  
the customer. 

“The site has given the managers the ability to see what 
directly impacts and drives their store and departments 
within the store,” said Bass. “The consolidated site frees  
up the managers’ time so they can spend more time on  
the floor making even more of an impact.”

Fast to feedback 

While rebranding its customer experience measurement 
program, Belk felt it was crucial to improve response 
time when customers reached out with comments or 
suggestions. Through the use of SMG Alert® — a real-time 
notification tool — Belk implemented a program for 
improving the response time to customers and added the 
ability to measure the steps the company takes in “closing 
the loop” with customer requests. SMG Alert processes 
customer comments and alerts the appropriate Belk 
manager immediately when a customer requests to  
be contacted. The Alert is escalated to the next level  
if it’s not addressed in a timely fashion. 

This systematic approach has led to a drastic improvement 
in the speed of responding to customers. For customers 
who requested follow-up, Belk improved response time 

from an average of two weeks 
to just one day of the customer 
submitting a comment. Store 
managers respond to and resolve 
98 percent of customer Alerts 
within three days. The remaining 
2 percent, escalated to the region 
level, are responded to within 
four days of the original request. 
This remarkable improvement in 

response time demonstrates the renewed dedication to 
listening to customers.

Beyond the levels of the organization that actually  
respond to the customer requests for follow-up, the  
Alerts are sent to individuals in the merchandising, 
ecommerce, and marketing departments in the corporate 
office. This practice allows Belk employees who don’t 
interact with customers on a regular basis to be aware  
of what customers are saying. 

“The launch of the Alert tool has been one of the  
best things we have done to enable us to respond  
to our customers and close the loop on their concerns  
or comments,” said Bass.

Tracking effectiveness

While having a large database of information is useful, 
having the ability to act on it is the key to Belk’s success 
and is where SMG plays a pivotal role. 

Benchmarking success

SMG’s Benchmark Database compares Belk to other 
retailers — allowing Belk to see its position in the 
retail industry. In addition to overall industry rankings, 
Belk can see how its individual stores are ranked on 
loyalty measures such as Overall Satisfaction, Intent to 
Recommend, and Intent to Return. Through a focus on 
the customer, Belk has stayed at the top of the SMG 
Benchmark Database for apparel concepts and continues 
to exceed the industry average. 

“SMG is the best example of a collaborative relationship. 
The forward-thinking SMG brings is exciting and it pushes 
us to be better,” said Bass. “We have the ability to compare 
ourselves with our competitors and our own goals with the 
Benchmark Database.” 

“SMG is the best example of a collaborative relationship.  
The forward-thinking SMG brings is exciting and it pushes us 
to be better. We have the ability to compare ourselves with our 
competitors and our own goals with the Benchmark Database.

 — Eric Bass
 SVP, Staffing and Productivity
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Areas for focus

Another feature of the RCC Reporting Site is called Areas 
for Focus, which uses SMG’s action-planning tool. The 
Areas for Focus identify the areas an individual store must 
focus on (or continue focusing on) — such as Speed of 
Service, Staff Friendliness, or Overall Cleanliness — and the 
corresponding actions they must take to increase customer 
satisfaction and loyalty. These actions are specific to 
each location and are based on Belk’s key drivers, which 
indicate the areas that matter most to customers. The tool 
gives Belk the ability to create accountability by requiring 
measurable goals and documenting action plans at the 
store level. All employees — from the store manager  
up — can see what areas a specific store needs to  
work on and receive the guidance to get there.

Driving the new standard

By using customer data, Belk has discovered actionable 
insights that lead to increased Overall Satisfaction for 
individual departments. Through prioritization of key 
drivers, it was revealed that Availability of Assistance leads 
to an exceptional experience. But Availability of Assistance 
can be a broad concept; to determine which actions 
improve Availability of Assistance scores, Belk dove deeper 
into the data and discovered a Speedy Checkout and 
Associates Who Suggest Additional Items cause customers 
to be highly satisfied with Availability of Assistance. This 
seemingly small revelation led to a new standard in the 
workplace and new priorities for management and staff 
placement.

Belk also wanted to use the survey to stimulate 
improvement in department-specific service behaviors. 
Belk and SMG customized the survey to define service 
standards in each department and discover which factors 
drive satisfaction for different departments. 

For example, Belk discovered that in the shoe department, 
Overall Satisfaction of shoe-shopping customers increased 
by 10 percentage points when the customer was offered 
at least three pairs of shoes. When customers visiting the 
intimate apparel department were offered fit or measure, 
Overall Satisfaction improved by 12 percentage points.  
In cosmetics, Overall Satisfaction was a staggering  
19 percentage points higher when customers received  
a product demonstration. 

All of this information not only supports Availability 
of Assistance as the most important driver of Overall 
Satisfaction, it also spells out the specific actions 
employees must take to create highly satisfied customers 
(see figure 1).

“By focusing on our key drivers we have been able to see 
Overall Satisfaction increase by 12 percentage points since 
the program’s inception,” said Bass. 

Continuously building a customer-centered culture

The philosophy behind the RCC program at Belk is to  
listen to the customer while living and breathing the values  
of the company. Another factor that sets Belk apart when  
it comes to customer service is how the program is used 
throughout the company. RCC is not just owned by one 
or two key individuals. Instead, it’s driven from the very 
top of the organization by Chairman and CEO Tim Belk 
and is used every day in the executive committee and all 
parts of management. It’s not uncommon to see President 
and Chief Operating Officer Johnny Belk visit stores with 
customer feedback in hand. When the executive team visits 
a store or references the data on weekly webinars,  
it increases visibility of the RCC program and the impact  
it has on customers and associates.

In addition to promoting awareness of the program, Belk 
uses the data to train associates and allows customers 
to provide associate-specific feedback when they notice 
associate behaviors — whether good or bad. The customer 
feedback and resulting data are not used as a counseling 
technique but as a coaching tool to show where energy 
should be dedicated. 

FIGURE 1

Overall satisfaction improvement by department  
when service behaviors are performed
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About SMG
SMG (Service Management Group) partners with 325 brands to create 5-star human experiences that drive loyalty and 
profitable sales. SMG’s holistic approach differentiates through state-of-the-art measurement, technology, and insights 
that help clients listen, understand, and act. Strategic solutions include Customer Experience Measurement, Employee 
Engagement, OmniView Feedback, Social Monitoring + Publishing, and Brand Research. SMG is an AMA Top 50 research 
firm with a global footprint — evaluating over 130 million surveys annually, in 50 languages across 125 countries.
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When a customer gives feedback of a great experience 
with an associate, the manager is alerted and includes that 
exact comment in a Service Certificate that is presented to 
the associate and displayed in the Belk store. Such specific 
reporting encourages strong engagement on the part of 
associates and truly shows whether they are executing 
the behaviors and values that contribute to customer 
satisfaction. In this way, Belk uses the verbatim voice  
of the customer to reinforce the behaviors and ideals  
the customer is looking for while in the store.

“We have put energy around the caring component instead  
of measurement. Managers can recognize their employees 
for their exemplary work by using actual customer 
comments,” said Bass. “It drives the core behaviors and 
culture that we pride ourselves upon.”

Impacting the business

By paying close attention to customer feedback, creating 
a customer-centric environment, and making the important 
connection between service behaviors and Overall 
Satisfaction, Belk is able to use customer feedback to 
provide specific improvement suggestions for associates 
which — when executed — increase customer satisfaction. 

Even with the improvements in place, Belk continues to 
emphasize its customer-centric focus and look for ways 
to improve. “We are never satisfied with the results,” said 
Bass. “It is our goal to constantly get better and provide  
our customers with the experience and merchandise  
they are looking for.” 


